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Pakula Dojo Hooks. Size 25 Light. Pack of 4
Hooks

Pakula Dojo Hooks

Pakula Dojo Hooks are custom made specifically for Pakula Tackle Australia. The hooks are double ground
pre-sharpened, made in Korea using high strength 402J2 Stainless Steel.

Pakula Hooks are very short hook with a wide gape and turned in beak point shaped to maximise hook up
rates.

To minimise confusion with hook sizes Dojo hooks are sized according to their gape. This is a useful
method to choose the right sized hook. For a skirted lure, the hook gape should equal the lure head
diameter. Dojo Hooks are for live baiting, as a jig assist hook and most applications requiring a great hook
hook up rate using a strong sharp hook.

Note that points and barbs are generic as the same hook can be used with several line classes. This often
means that points and barbs should be filed or ground to suit.

WARNING: Dojo Peche Hooks are super sharp and will easily penetrate most things they come
in contact with. Including humans and anything surrounding them. They should be handled
with extreme caution even by those with experience.

Size: 25 (gape 25mm)

Quantity: 4 Light tackle hooks

See our entire range of Pakula Dojo Hooks here

Pakula Hooks are best rigged to Pakula specifications. What we mean by that is if you make a double hook
rig we suggest using Pakula designs as they've been tested to work best with these style hooks. We have
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found that often the hooks and rigs are more important than the actual lure.

Pre made rigs are also available in our online store. Available as double hooks rigs and single swivel rigs.

We prefer to use double hook rigs when chasing marlin as their hard mouths make them hard to hook.
Normally single hook rigs are perfect for other species.

Price: $19.9

Weight
0.1kg


